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"Peace is where you care to find it?
I only hope that my readers will be open minded.

Peace
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"Shabazz, Supreme, Judges, our laws... The Peace Talks..."
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"Authors Anonymous Tip Storyline?"

Is Shabazz just like another wise Solomon? So who else is going to help us, to find the solutions to most of our problems?

"By judging some things that have so suspiciously on the scales? The legal system isn't a peace symbol, so isn't it about time that someone else, as if he really cares?"

(Peace)
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(Peace IS A Good Story metaphorically)"
"SHOAIB, supreme odes teasing our laws no "THE PEACE TALKS"

"BY-WRITER" ENRI U. GLOVER JR.

"GOVERNMENT KICKBACKS"

"I'm just applying myself to be able to receive some government funds, to make the most of this rare opportunity, as if I can grasp it?"

"I'm just hoping to make some world peace, as if it's a good habit! As a excellent example!"

"I'm just wondering why most of us are acting as if we're all about to kick the bucket? By living as if we're on a military budget? Acting irrationally, as if we're nothing but some trouble, as trying our best, just to live up to it!"

"But I want to expose all those who act as if they're some criminals, who've been taking advantage of us, who pays our taxes, as if we're nothing but a bunch of "GOVERNMENT KICKBACKS!"

"Poetry metaphorically"
"Shabazz, Supreme over Juicing our Laws..."

"The Peace Talks..."


"A Perfect Chemistry"

Have you ever stopped, just to listen, to a group of people, who only talked about their problems? Their always complaining, and never willing to make any changes to help solve them.

So, what is the recipe to their happiness? Or the formula to their success? And how do we find some peace? It's as if, we'll never get to rest.

And sometimes, just by us looking for all those answers, in the things we don't fully understand... It would seem as if that throughout all of our difficulties, that we would be willing to give each other, a helping hand.

"A gift of love that's gift-wrapped with in some would peace..."

Would only solve those puzzling mysterious powers of our working with in.

"A Perfect Chemistry"

"Poetry - metaphorically"
“Share the Supreme and Teaching Our Laws

The Peace Talks

By-Writer: Ezell T. Glover Jr.

Opening Scene: It’s a Free Country, Isn’t It?

Greetings: And as your host for this special event, it’s Share the Supreme and Teaching Our Laws. I’m firmly in the Internet and on a private website that’s a non-profit organization. Although my hands have been tied, I’m still doing things to help find some world peace. So if you will give me your individual attention, I’m going to give everyone a free demonstration via Internet another people creating one, it’s a free country. Hunger teamwork, where your food to aspire, with any donations, to make some direct contact with all of those poor people in those very far away countries, who’s food waiting to achieve the blessings of some of our basic doctors, and high quality hospitality. I make a lot of things that I haven’t had the chance to tell or had the time to ever do? But I’d like to make the most of this moment, by giving some peace to each one of you. It will come in the form of some little things, that’s mixed with a little love, and some food to some people whom I don’t even know.”
And I'm wondering if there's any peace being posted about yet? A few Christian singles just want me some spiritual people? I'm not one like Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., who had some dreams... I'm somehow the shepherd of peace. A civil rights leader. People always ask, why do I consider myself as a shepherd of peace? My dispensation is just a theological weight! I'm only preaching a humanitarian presentation of what's truly peaceful right? So we all should pay attention to this good sermon.

As a way to some higher teaching? There's two stories that help me to always believe in the power of keeping the peace. The first is the story of James and Son Joseph. He was the first day the thief's favorite wife Rachel! So Joseph became the favorite, and he was given a marked distinction able as a symbol of it! Convinced by his own brothers; Joseph was sold into some slavery! But once he was placed in prison, Joseph was able to interpret some dreams, which placed him in a mighty position. Joseph also got to see the fulfillment of his own personal dream in which his seven brothers who once sold him into slavery, would one day bow down before him, and was forever through his own mercy, by making some peace with them! That message taught my heart a lesson about the blessings of
No busy doing these good deeds, am I right out? A
best friend is a lifetime bond, that really strengthens
everyone. I'd feel so very special if I could be
that person, you could always count on. Even though
I once acted irresponsible, as a product
son I'm being welcomed back home, where the
family must have the peace symbol speaks.
Itself I am in order for it to be successful, the
flying will need every ladies help, so isn't all that
a clear picture of another powerful message? So, always
remember, share our's, everyone too, and his recipe
for a perfect chemistry? The above enough, isn't it?
Another powerful story is the one about another Jew
he was the husband to the in-in inaway intimacy, and he was
another descendant of David who acted so reasonably
in response to the assurance given to him by God in
a dream? And being guided by his dreams, travel
and housekeeping, place laying his best just to
protect his family. And John and Jesus went
first century, leaving their mothers was some sister.
That's why weBase will always try to live in peace
as a soul brother. Somewhere out there, it's been
buried, and we know it's the truth? And while we're
denier for it; we might as well look for some justice
to? But it feels like the world's been wearing a
set of false goals so everything has been looking so
hopeless. As if we've lost our focus? We're in for
a world of trouble, if we can't find a better purpose.
"She Baazz, Supreme One's Judging our laws...

"The Great Talks"

"By-writer" I tell T. Glover Jr.

"Closing Scene" making A Peaceful Change

Watch out it's a rat, a rat round of a high powered semi-automatic gun going off? It's another warning signal that some body is about to be shot? The gun is black no stage at the center of the sets a free country horse tellegen show! With A background of the picture of Abraham Lincoln and standing right in front of that picture is the Abraham Lincoln memorial landmark one of the nation's great landmarks...the room where his address a Peace talk as a greeting. It wasn't necesario? He told everybody I'm being surveyed as the PEACE Guy? So it seems that every portion is telling me to bug off for that I talk too much I can not just be done be here. I just want to make another speech? So I've him as a little PEACE talk, do you feel me? This is a free country, don't the think? But isn't this supposed to be America? But it's all adapting to look just like Africa? Where the black and the white, always..."
ended up being the one who pinned that part, sobrity test? I'm telling ya, is this what we call justice? Politicians who keep making these laws, as if they're trying to sell us on a bunch of dirty jokes? About how good and healthy marijuana is, and for us just to have the chance to take a few good toke, that just stinks if you're asking me? So I don't bother to smoke it in public, so who's asking intellectual? Just take a look around and count up all those new pot-app store apps and it's all you see, and it's just hype to them, big showroom floors, sometimes being held by professional pot-growers. Who's separating the stores and store front, from the good buds of weed? It all looks like its a group of friends to me? And its all going down, from little people, every second, them pot-rack stores just selling it, certain people might think that people use it, and marijuana is the highest ticket? Or maybe they should quit and go out of business, its not my job to be dealing with all these dirty politicians. Someone else just went up out of the pot-trade locker just like a John Gotti? A real mad dog, with sentiment hate everybody? He told me sam, Shabazz is going to have to go see a plastic surgeon just to get his face fixed, just for sticking it in a Supreme Family Business? I've got the connections, so let me guarantee this. Don't try to double cross me, I'm
whatever I said, so its know that most people can’t handle the truth? they’re really just like you? so don’t try to get cute? even your naive people, did what? did i could see him going from the life of crime to getting invited in some sort of politics? its all the same, thus to begin with, its money, right business? making you into some sort of a shark, right? to make a living? by opening up a “the pot store”, its supposed to be a way to do a good business? just wasting what, yeah on the list, some stupid? listing which is only considered to be some petty, stealing, with out it, remaining and sticking, with the use of some force, and the threat of a gun, which is non-stabil? it’s no wonder that our kids are picking up all these bad habits as if there’s nothing to it? how is he going to stupid? imagination? you should just understand how you deserve and should be telling? and what has all this legal stuff that the “beer drinking” government? as a law that requires a “prudent evaluation of any government money for its programs to get to spend it?” Accessible to the public, then? “Zombies are just lowlife”?”

Give em a good sport of meat, with A milkshake, and a burger with some fries, how do you beat all that? something to get high on? And a little something to munch on? Zombies, catching the TV shows for the spots, you get to see all those dead-end up windows? so living in poverty is just as
Federal undercover agents? Authorities always pull one of these tricks to get another innocent victim up under some sort of surveillance. Let's just look at the conditions and some of the events surrounding the implementation of the legal message. Why just throw what they are doing. It's not that they had to do some sort of questioning? A justification by a legal determination of the opportunity to capitalize with in a free society? If all sounds nice, easy, but it's making some big money, it's basically a racketeering organization. I'm just trying to imply that greed is a infectious disease. And quickly being spread to all of others. To some staggering numbers. Figures are being made. It seems so easy to overwork with others being died. And it's all made me, just wonder? Older really being played for a fool. When their making laws that dairy in a dairy. There is no real way that they can make a case about it? Apparent, their starting to be unfounded. And nothing towards me. I'm thrown in a prison without a chance to be freed. It's a mean set up. And who's gotten a way with manipulating everything? To setting their plain to see? So I know that there's someone who's out there who has a dream. Of capturing some of these thieves? So, are you with me? It's good. So your deeper into all that trickery, as a deceptive technique, and the hands are quicker than the eyes? They've been too busy. Everything that
Farmers, or their illegal pot smokers, who's only
authorized about they're messed to stay alive, no
because business is still growing, is the pot in
blue have been really里的可乐, using their hard
cap. With them, the murder rate is about
the same. As conviction numbers. I and the
shooting devices only display the decline for my
jury duty members. \( \text{evide} \) \( \text{pe} \) is just the point
there, accidental murder? With people acting
as if they have no more sense so their younger
A goin' a coke? shooting at numbers who expected
his standing in every course? Effect of Bland rental,
bike and filling their school mates, and shooting their
teachers in the back! You do the math. It's a
Terrible attack. And now, who said that little
kid again, as if he was trained to carry out a
murder, I didn't know that you could get a D.E.
just from their high? And what some comes from
what we call them and what? Is a Hoodo or
these that made the one of the freshman? Who
would've thought that judge had such a short memory?
Do you think it would? He? He was found as
being innocent, even though evidence made him look so
guilty, are it not away all of your credibility.
Judiciary? As a home run top play winner. Will give
you this little speech? To this world there is, a lot
of power we must live by it where to find some peace.
We're going to have to expect the responsibilities now!
control for breaking the law or its rules? And why is that so? They believe that they can do anything, and get away with it, even if it's some murder? They think that they must be tough so they do things made illegal by following a wicked, which gives them those little attitudes that so aggravate and worry? Like it's a threat some from the other. 

And the eye of the ager, to whose ownership, me? It's what they think of keeping the peace, even if you come out with your hands up in the air, as if you going it up? You still get shot down. Like it's just another foe, where the law against crime is only the speed of a cops running sound? So how does that all sound? Seems like a game gone off, since we discern that the laws are a getting a little bit too rough? And how does that we say anything, or act as in we say enough? We're just taking for some troubles, and a little bit of peace, is that asking for too much? Let their minds on the hate, and their taking the advantage over the law, or the right to make them and just to think about it all, doesn't it make us want a better justice system? As a house of representative to send that message, as if I'm passing a pole, but it's all work work? A charge for the better, that wouldn't leave any ugly scars, or cause us to hurt? Whole a legal strategic weapon? A law that is so similar to a loaded hand.
conferences meetings, what are these secrets? It's just a bunch of United States, with a some secretaries of each state, with a few foreign service ministers, and all other sources that only work to the government, not to bureaucratic garbage.

who could forget the meeting all these old supreme court subcommittee hearings? Remember the ERA, the equal rights amendment? It took four years, years just to give a stripe to all of our women? And even while we were so busy discriminating against them, they were working as some second class citizens. They became some innocent victims? But they still possessed the courage and stamina to raise all of our colorless children? Which became my dream, everyone that gets around. I have mentioned I said, we don't have to study the white folks but most of them were black ones, quiet the heroes as some good white trash, which is still in major problems, along with the rest of us and... But I guess anyone in America would somehow take it as such as if nothing had been said? And we will remember who was the one, cooking all their good meals that was being fed, only a mother. You did all that? It's as if all of her loses but here all of our daily bread? And just that thought alone, makes me want to bow and bend to. I pray, that oneday every woman will feel what I just said? I love em too much...
Around I can't find any peace? It's all like a game of hide and seek? Where you close your eyes and promise not to take a peek? How do you see what's being done? Why are they keeping away from me?

It's a thing of beauty, called peace? And isn't the truth supposed to set us free? But it's probably going to take them forever just to treat a prisoner as a human being? What is not some sort of out of space alien? The jail monster is the thought of a eye for eye in the ark, or the law that they are the right just to take someone else's life? Whether it's by a lethal injection or the use of some high powered electricity? Either way, it's killing just the same. Is it just being done in a different terminology? Which makes it a little worse that it's all their that's been out, just waiting? And so quietly? There putting them to sleep, ever in a prison cell for life or what they have left of it? They call it Death. Because they got em all tired up and ready to go, as if they were on a cell. Things have taken where fall, that's right just to a sick, or the diet died? And it's an animal to stuff, are the next thing that you know that they will be using as some gas, just to save a few more people, it's all about the money? I'm just guessing it, ever since the day that I had gotten arrested? Sometimes the truth gets locked in a room, that's the size of a small closet? Over a crowd is a prison system so full of some justic
Duck punk pull a muscle, don't ask me how. Just
look that sucks up? How do we get rid of the evil
things out of our peaceful times? We'd send them off
to a prison. What be the first thing that comes
to our minds? But while going to see the judge,
that's going to relieve all of these crimes with
a justifiable amount of time? A doctor used to make
a honest living by trying to help other people while
either hurt themselves or were afraid of some sort
of a bad accident? But a judge and a lawyer
are a whole lot different? They will try to rethink
our laws with some sort of weird kind of sense
justice. That's where the torment? Which turns
out to be some politics, another dirty trick. They'd
also make laws that automatically results
most people to police without thinking doctrines
if just another easy schemes that they came up with
just to get rich? We all know all white racists,
supremacist? The PLO, Palestinian Liberation Committee
and many in the Supreme ones Supreme council politicians.
As some scholars was experienced as a group
of criminal philosophers, so they always carry
the interest as a philanthropist. There's a
peaceful philosophy to a better system as a
reasonable method of getting some justice. Freedom
of speech has gradually gotten to be a lot more
greater? Technology is so advanced these days,
that everything has gone wireless. Gassed out.
can't be stopped? Ever though there's some big shot politicians, who's loaded with so much money, their considered to be some really powerful big guns. But they will never be able to measure up to all these new activists who call themselves the supreme ones. Although I've spent a deal of time, washing my life, without any real support system in place, with my daily schedule being spent by some blew off. After the end of the day, watching other people's success, being constantly rubbed into my face. As a new inspirational speaker, it's as if I've gotten afraid of that same push that pushed potentials over here. That was given as a girl in our first friend president. It's not just hitting a home run. The fundamentals will always be remembered as one of those.Furthermore, to be one of my inspirational heroes. A pharisee. A dream foundation. Or hardly at last hammered over 955 even. I and the always wondered why I couldn't be just like when I yield that just sounds like another million dollar question. But do you want to take a guess. At all? And as if it just another god, so why of the god? Peace is such a donor thing. So I guess I'll do my best to develop it. So. I'm busy doing something that creates, by building a good character, as if I'm on to something that holds a positive message.
Peter, stage, let's keep it one humdinger play...

By writer: E. E. I. Black Jr.

*Supreme One Activist*

I've been doing some thinking, so my thoughts have been that there's one being kept in every single minute... and without warning a split second, their voices can get just to make another peaceful protest... especially in all of these awakened times... or some of our politicians...

By being honest, while all that hypocrisy... think that everythings supposed to involve some sort of dirty politics...

A group of people have been developing a movement of a peace talk has been established, and highly respected, for presenting us with another powerful message...

'Herbason is the shepherd of peace... which got some good sheep... that's some peaceful...

*Supreme One Activist*

Peace to everyone.
"A Peace Sign"

It's all that's on my mind. So I keep asking myself, is it really worth my time? As I'm constantly trying to find something that would come as a big surprise. And it's right before my eyes, that it's totally out of a kind, so in every way, I won't stop trying, as if it would bring the whole down to Earth, as a cry of some sunshine.

And that's why, I'll always carry this symbol of some light, driven everywhere.

"A Peace Sign"

*Coming Soon* A Precificiation Memo

*Crescent moons, crying wolf for peace...
"Do you feel me?"

"Peace*
So let's remember how important it is to put the past behind us? By moving forward, we carry a message that our future grows stronger with a brighter purpose. As a foundation of peace, that started with the Emancipation Proclamation speech, way back in 1863. A first step in the right direction, to a peaceful verification of our nation and its a free country!

'Pass as a supreme we account who's just judging our laws with this peace talk. Isn't the end of this little mini peace series, it's the beginning that's being put together as some sort of a mind puzzle? You just have to put all the pieces together, mentally, to get the picture that's really beautiful, and it helps the world stay out of some trouble and they've always wanted that music was so good to be used to comfort our souls? So as a personal request, I like for everyone to listen to one of my favorites! It's by a small group of some soul brothers, who thought it was okay, that they called themselves the Mighty-O-Jays.

And the song is softly playing in the background as I'll end this little show. So this is how its sounds go. I'm on the stairway to heaven, climbing step by step. Its peace and love to everyone! Shabazz Supreme ones judging our laws!' By Ewell T. Glover Jr.' - The Peace Talks
Can you hear me now, their even selling us some apples just to be able to have a peace talk somehow? Wow? How do you like them apples? Even Adam and Eve wouldn't resist these, their the best thing that's on the market? I just need some fresh air so I'm publicly opening up this discussion? weather this has been the perfect opportunity to share some of my deepest feelings? But we got some doctors who's turning out to be some quacks who claim to have some remedies to alot of things, and how some prevention can stop most of our disease? But they can't explain where to start by trying to find some peace? As a quadriplegic? I was paralyzed from a accident I had with some justice, where a couple of my vertebraes broke in my spinal cord suffered some serious damage? But lets start to repair that damage done by standing together in the operating room as a group of skilled surgeons who's at work? With some issues that's constantly on my thoughts.

Marijuana as a medical legal prescription, I'm going to have to get my blood pressure checked behind that one? And its driving me insane just to think of a kid killing innocent people with semi-automatic military weapons? I'm in a tough spot? I'm in a prison as we're having this little peace talk, so all of my doors are constantly locked? But the goal for some peace
victims, who's been dressed up as some violent criminals?
And you better watch your mouth boy, and who do you think that you're talking to? And don't raise your voice at me. I'm just like the C.A.R.D. I've heard the campelta you? And you think, legally some of these marriages? Without it being disrespected?
Some people just want to be happy, sometimes our songs reveal a clear message. So, Arrell, just happen to be that tracks master? So, what's with all that fuss, about two people falling in love? Why do we call them being gay? Abominably. A lot of things have been done, all differently, what's so strange about it, if they choose to live more peacefully? Freedoms not at liberty, it's a legal right to some sort of privacy? So I understand that it's not my place to judge anybody. If it's a free country, secret rituals, and some marriage prenuptials, it's a new generation of some liberated people? Why should anybody be treated like some caged up wild animals? Or locked in a closet with a dream that carries a significant message. How do you try to get it? A song, Franklin's respect, it's a song that symbolized another movement. What's at risk? By adding love, peace, and some justice, to everybody's list? So, what did we miss? Some world medical treatments? Disease and prevention? It's all being done for the people? A sequel? If I told you that a
to disrespect him for no real reason? And it just breaks my heart that the laws aren't more tougher against any man who beats on them. As a inadequate reflex, is what the hell is all of this fuss? Some Black Magic? So are we being cursed to be poor, and hungry and nobody could care less? Stop the guess! And lets send everybody a different message? Its a world S.O.S., where a lot of lives are at risk! So lets give em a better signal that we all should take the time out to address? Lets not hesitate. Its an emergency that doesn't have the luxury of a running ambulance? Rejected, and I'm getting so sick of it, we have to do better for them in every aspect? And lets stop setting it off byӘ tabbing backs and getting into all those shoot outs, thinking that your never going to get caught? Who really wants to play that part that's not too smart? From some real pansies, to some futuristic Terminators? Is our future in some Transformers, as some computerized robot soldiers, who is programmed to fight all of our war? Drones that being cloaked to kill as some mass destructive secret weapons? So who's pushing all them buttons, all of a sudden? Technology is so amazing and it's so advanced, that its growing up faster than all of our children? Is it all seems that sometimes been playing with me? Because everywhere I turn
who's being pointed at? Robins, everyone, of the right to live in peace, without harm, to carry one? So are we going through a perspective change from what used to be considered as being normal? Or are we a bunch of zombies, that's running around with all those whatchamacallits, bats, same names, for different types of criminals? That's symptomatic.

my thoughts are equal. Their just focusing on helping the people? It's so pathetic, that everything seems to be so synthetized, and so often we've rejected it? with all those natural things that we're leaving behind as if we've rejected it? And you know that it's wrong, no matter how your going to spell it? Smiling Shabazz is reporting it like for crow as a national press conference? Everything got real gory? as some 'spec' regulations? A mostly oil spill investigation? with a massive clean up operation? who was running that dirty operation? It was super and shut, that when things got so bad on a first date, one thin lead to another and somehow it all turned into a thing of nature being raped? a real soap opera the world is so full of drama? I'm just playing my part as a sign of peace, so put it right there. See me Pocahontas? The performing some open heart surgery, so do you feel me? I've got nothing but some love for ya baby, a heavy DI specialty. Peace! At the united nations senate committee.
our authors in some way, but we need to do everything a lot more carefully? But some justice will never be able to speak for doing any people, so you'll never be able to arrive at any differently? And I'm still not sure that we got the right ones who shot both of our presidents, Abraham Lincoln, or John F. Kennedy? It was a conspiracy, and that's more than just a good theory? But I'm still in doubt that the justice system let him get away with it? Especially after all that he had done? But it was all just another legal technicality? where he got himself a few high-profile lawyers, who helped him get away with some murders? A kickback, is the kick-in-the-guts, is how he managed to do all that? Let me say it for you? Yood have mercy, boy for telling you the truth, it's what in the world is to all come to with all these sources of violence that's coming some where, out of the blue? Tell me what do you think that we are, going to do? With some super politics are we just giving each other a very dangerous sign? So what it is just a blind investigation of who was the one that crossed the line? Wasn't just to mention all those politicians and their hands, that put together like their some trained criminals? As a bunch of what chameleon's, that's mixed together. That's become so criminally these dimensional? The Justice Department and the prison system are the number one areas that's setting so out of
our case won't have anything to do with it, which doesn't make any sense, so they just keep on feeding us a bunch of doctor-made lies? As a disguise? So who are you, going to list? A Peaceful Trilogy that's going to change some of these crooked quiets? Sharazad seems to be a real peaceful dude! Oups! Sharazad! Sharazad! Sharazad! Sharazad!

Everybody in the audience is sounding like some sheers by giving Sharazad the signal that they want his help! By chanting for it, with a positive movement, so he's measuring his steps! He's just one of the best, as a thinker, and a firm believer, he's just teaching everyone how to pass a test? By studying everything like it's a real map, we're headed in the right direction, with peace being our only target? Sharazad says, this is my word and I mean everything that I have to say? I'm only here to represent a movement of peace, in every way! As a free country, it's what I'm trying to build one day?

And as a peacemaker, I'm not a lawbreaker! Even though we have a distant cousin, in the form of some justice! We don't look anything like them, who are only looking for their next victim? Looking around at all them creeps, who's becoming some cops, who don't do too much after bargaining?

By signing your papers over? Your guilty, any way, not you just as dirty as all those marijuana
Okay, so we're finally getting the picture that cops is just another reality TV show? And some news.

Yeah right, we've seen how all that add up goes! Somebody got shot, and the investigation was unsubstantiated, so it got dropped? And now they're selling marijuana out of all them corner stores! Them Dial Bongs have some cheap price tags. You can buy them all day at a dime a doz? without damaging their feet; the police are like a bunch of creeps, who wants to pout all of those dead end streets? It's starting to all look like a movie, peak time? even in Miami. Serves us some American Gangsters, who make all the publicity. I'm just going on a shooting spree? I guess they're a lucky shot at it still missed me? why selling marijuana became so heavily? our legislators. Headquarters is that big old white house that sits up on top of capital hill? you can miss it; it's the only one with that iron gate, that controls the capitol, the united states. As a government seat? Patriotic symbols is having the freedom of speech, and understanding those powerful words. I believe we trust, that's on the back of all that money? Doesn't that sound funny? or like the part of all evil, that influences all of those crooked people? who's making laws as if it's going out of style or just another stupid reason? It's just as I always suspected? you've been working with them
just selling a little marijuana to double my money? And it’s at no risk, because the government’s willing to take full responsibility. It’s a sure thing. So nobody will be able to touch me. So whatever you guys been smoking over there doesn’t compare to all this good stuff. The law made it legal, and I started selling it so much, it’s getting hard for me to keep up. And competitive getting too rough? And just to think about this society. Peace Guy was always giving everybody a peace sign. I bet some good stuff that will get you high just off here, too. So all of them politicians have done it together with this one; they’ve really messed it up. Are they trying to pass the buck? Sure the government knows so much about the mad that they’ve been speaking about first or brought together? It’s as if their whole existence, under cover of telling their stories,91 straight so much gone to the fell guy, who doesn’t know any better. You one crazy dude, dressed up in that pin stripes suit, with them flashy shoes. I’m striking my own set into everybody’s business, because I’m looking for some peace. So you need to take off that movie costume. And if it fits you, I would try to threaten you. But I don’t think even that would do any good, because realistically you already Acting so stupid. You old fool! Can’t stick and stones won’t change the bones. And I got with your whole crew! So I’m gonna go continue to say
only some justice. Someone settled in. Someone had jumped up out of the crowd, dressed up in a costume, looking like Uncle Sam, and said, "And we've got this clown who's always running around, looking for peace, by sticking his nose in everybody's business, as if those clown shoes fits. He's just making me sick! We're going to have to do some thing about this peace guy, and let's make it quick!"

Shabazz, and Uncle Sam's impersonator's brief arguments is like a super-powered magnet in a jet engine. That's going full throttle? It's a fast country today, and making a peaceful change, that's all coming fresh out of the battle. So let's just make a wish, as we go down the list, of everything that has to do with finding some peace, and anything and everybody that's going to have something to do with discovering it? As a benefit, that being funded by the government? Sounds too heavy, doesn't it? Like the some empty promises like those politicians, whose memory is so short that they keep forgetting all about it?

Shabazz gave the audience his personal impression of imitation of Rodney Dangerfield and I'm telling ya, I gets no respect? Every time I speak of keeping the peace, I can't see nothing, so I better go get my eyes checked. It's like we're not making any progress? Just the other day, an officer of the law had pulled me over, but he
It's a Free Country. Would Hunger Telethon is making some steps to develop a aid program. As a monthly government foreign aid trust fund. So just relax. Go ahead and kick back, and enjoy the show! It's for the benefit of helping some poor nations to get stronger. As we help them grow? As a rose, who's one of my closest of sisters, that I respect, and cherish like another nature! As a chosen one, she's so similar to the symbol of being a nun, where her spiritual beauty is a dream come true... A angel with a halo, and a set of wings, as some peaceful angel, she is the closest thing to the Eighth Wonder of the World! And I'm hearing some voices, so I just understand why they're calling out my name? I'm sensing as if I'm bringing them some peace without it becoming a political game. So I'm feeling as if I'm standing in that same spot, that Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. had stood just to help all those poor people who had been suffering alot, and in the houses like these. It's as if the world is still suffering from that same disease of greed, and all that I can do to prevent it from spreading, is to give the world this message of Peace! Do you feel me? Again, and again, I've always questioned myself, as if it's meant just for me, just to help them, as if I'm sharing some positive energy! I want to welcome everyone to this little show, by remembering that it's a Free Country.
Being a Peacemaker! And the story of Solomon, who was a Peacemaker! The author of most of those wise Proverbs. Solomon was David's tenth son, a little one. But Solomon was most remembered as a great wise one! In a dream, Solomon had fulfilled the promise made to David, after praying to God for some wisdom, to lead all of God's people, by looking for a Miracle! It touched God's heart, so it reflected the power that we have, by just bowing our heads! So it's just so beautiful, by feeling something that's so spiritual! So I'm praying out loud, for the benefit that I'm helping others, you'll stop just to listen to a message of hope? Sometimes we just have to wait for the right answer? Before we can find the cure, for some great things like lung cancer! So I'm just using some peace and love, as some excellent examples. So when ever we take the time out just to make someone else smile, it lights up our whole face? As if some third good has just taken place? Isn't it kinda strange, what a little difference can make? Like a party, that's just the icing, that's on the cake? We're celebrating peace, by doing all of good things, and it's starting to brighten up our days! As if we're changing our ways, which is outstanding, and awesome! It's like wearing a Medal of Honor, it's a Peaceful award, so I'm
I'm planting some seeds of hope. I want to watch, somehow, somehow? So I'm finally getting around to seeing the world. By not overlooking all of those poor people, and all those starving little boys and girls! A lot of people are being forced to live in the poorest forms of poverty! And its that, just gets to me that their always so hungry. So my heart tells me that its my job to do whatever I can, just to get them, whatever they might need. With all these mouths to feed, it always turns my stomach, everytime I see someone living off of pure sweat? While watching their own kids being weakened from a disease! I want to raise enough money for some medical charities. To walk the soles off of my feet, by volunteering for some time, so I'd do it for some other people. Just give it to me. I'm working for some world peace, my thoughts come from a sequenced heart and having a thankful mind? A dream of peace, as I yearn my heart and pray that they will survive. Apprehend, lets help save their lives! No one should have to struggle, until the day that they die! It makes me want to cry? So do you feel my pain as I see all those tears? That's in their eyes. I'm just trying to keep hope alive! As a soul brother, so give me some five, and lets stop all that jive! So thats what's up with this website game, thats fresh on the internet space.